
SPI
Serial Peripheral
Interface Bus

What is it

 A serial communication protocol used by microcontrollers for short distance
 communication with one or more peripheral devices or between
microcontrollers.

What it does

 SPI devices communicate using a master-slave architecture with a single
master.

 The clock signal (usually called CLK or SCK for Serial ClocK)is generated from
 the master to the slaves. When data is sent from the master to a slave, it’s sent
 on a data line called MOSI, for “Master Out / Slave In”. If the slave needs to
 send a response back to the master, the master will continue to generate a
 prearranged number of clock cycles, and the slave will put the data onto a
 third data line called MISO, for “Master In / Slave Out”. Finally SS, for "Slave
 Select" is a data line that tells the slave that it should wake up and receive or
send data.

 SPI is generally used to talk to sensors that have a very specific
 command structure. This protocol is a “full duplex” (has separate send and
 receive lines), and, thus, in certain situations, you can transmit and receive
data at the same time.

 With an SPI, a master can be connected to several slaves with a separate SS
 line for each slave, each one connected to a different output pin; or with a
single SS line and the different slaves chained together with the MISO output.
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Uses

 Use Example 1: LCD display - Serial LCD displays equipped with SPI have
become popular as engineers look for ways to reduce the number of connec-
tions between their micro-controller and each peripheral device.

 Use Example 2: SD card - SPI protocol allows a fast communication

 One reason that SPI is so popular is that the receiving hardware can be a
 simple shift register.

Advantages

It’s faster than asynchronous serial

The receive hardware can be a simple shift register

It supports multiple slaves
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Synchronous or Asynchronous

Synchronous

Disadvantages

It requires more signal lines (wires) than other communications methods

 The communications must be well-defined in advance (you can’t send random
amounts of data whenever you want)

 The master must control all communications (slaves can’t talk directly to each
other)

 It usually requires separate SS lines to each slave, which can be problematic if
numerous slaves are needed.

 Synchronous serial comunication are types of communication protocols in
which "data is sent in a continuous stream at constant rate. Synchronous com-

 munication requires that the clocks in the transmitting and receiving devices
 are synchronized – running at the same rate – so the receiver can sample the
signal at the same time intervals used by the transmitter.

 Asynchronous serial communication are types of a communication protocols
in which the communicating endpoints' interfaces are not continuously syn-
chronized by a common clock signal. The data stream contains synchroniza-

 tion information in form of start and stop signals, before and after each unit of
 transmission, respectively. The start signal prepares the receiver for arrival of
 data and the stop signal resets its state to enable triggering of a new
sequence.

 Synchronous communication permits more information to be passed over a
circuit per unit time than Asynchronous. Over time the transmitting and receiv-
ing clocks will tend to drift apart, requiring resynchronization.
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